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Abstract
Continuity Stability and Exchange: Design transformations of / projections for a housing project in Lahore
by Mahmood Ahmed Faruqi
submitted to the department of Architecture on January 20th'1989
in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the degree
Master of Architecture at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
The role of planner is something that post industrial society has
thrust upon architects in the twentieth century . Whereas
previously they were limited mostly to the design of singular
special buildings for the environment , architects now suddenly
find themselves in the position of , and with the responsibilty for,
dealing with large projects whose size entails the design less of
buildings than of new (inhabitatable) physical landscapes . It
becomes obvious after looking at the attempts made towards these
ends that in the design of these projects conventional and accepted
contemporary forms of order do not seem to be sufficient to address
the issues of scale , growth, adaptability and multiplicity that any
reasonable built environment requires to survive and flourish
.Structures of form and /or space based on uniform distributions or on
singular ideas are found to be either too rigid or too neutral, and in
both cases lacking the support which can be intensified and built
upon to allow the development of associations with place.
Alternative systems of order are required if unity and diversity as
well as flexibility and stability are to be inclusively built into our
new environments so tha t they can not only survive but flourish.
This thesis proposes that space is the essence , both as medium and
result , of architectural form ; it is an exploration of an alternative
order in architecture based on the structuring (building )of space as
a primary organizining principle in design .Interpreted (built or
otherwise inhabitable) physical landscapes , which present us
with similar patterns of order and growth , as well as the works
of architects working with a like understanding of space, are used
as primary references with an attempt to understand the
complexity of these environments , particularly the structuring of
space, in terms of the basic formal concepts of continuity and
stability (losely translatable as movement and territory , 'space'
and 'place', 'stop' and 'go', etc.) and exchange (which can be seen
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as the result of the interaction of the first two elements , and which
in more reasonable environments is also the relationship between
them ).
It is the premise of this study that richness and multiplicity in
physical environments are direct results of 'built -space exchcages
; that exchange provides the structure in the environment which
can not only support inhabitation and allow for assosciation and
meaning , but also impart resilience and adaptability and become
the vessel for nurturing growth and change.
An order based on an understanding of , and a reasonable attitude
towards , these primary principles of form behaviour is seen as a
flexible method for the generation of design at different scales in a
similar manner , and for the building of multiplicity and
complexity at all sizes in a project , be it large or small .
The transformation of an existing housing project in Lahore,
Pakistan is the design exercise employed in this thesis to explore
these issues of building exchange in the physical environment,
using the concepts of continuity and stability.
Thesis supervisor : Maurice K. Smith
Title : Professor of Architecture
0- .9-0
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1 .The new landscape of monotony. New suburb, Moscow
2 .The structure for diversity . Vernacular landscape
of Procida, Italy.
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Preface
The concern with building of habitable space for
exchange is the primary theme in this work . It is the
search for an order based on the concept of space as
both generator and resultant of architectural form that
has been a personal agenda during both this thesis and
previous semesters of learning from Maurice .
The theoretical writing, if it can be called that, is
presented as an introduction to and a setting for the
design . The attitudes expressed therein have been
some time in developing through both research and
direct design.
They are stated rather than derived primarily because
their understanding to me is basically intuitive - these
are things that I feel are right , although this feeling is
developed from personal experience and search and
not just gut reaction . Optional behaviors resist
classification and explanation - and these observations
are after all based on the study of environments that
abound in options and possibilities !
The design is presented as what it is with descriptive
and annotative text . It is hoped that some of the issues
raised /stated in the writing become clearer through
the design.
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1. Feather
2. Brecciated rock section
3. Grey Birch bark.
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1. Order
Order has no function , outside of evil, other
than to make what is essentially chaotic work. We establish order, if not out of purpose, out of
-Aldo van eyck necessity.
In a constantly changing world, surrounded by
apparent chaos and instability , we search for order in
everything we encounter . The need to understand and
explain our environment is the need to feel secure in
it. Order makes human function possible by making
sense out of random events - it reassures us to find
that something is working according to a coherent
system , understandable or not.
The need for order , and order itself , exists at different
levels and different scales in varying forms - both in
our lives and in our environment .
Natural orders abound in our physical world , ranging
from sub-atomic , atomic , molecular , biological ,
organic , geological , topological , environmental ,
cosmic and fractal . Except for geological, topological
and environmental , the others are physical ordering
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systems which rely on the formation and growth of
mass .
Geological , topological and environmental systems
are behaviourval orders , and are based on
relationships between the various separate
components of the systems , and usually involve not
the creation but movement and transformation of
mass in space .Natural environments are composed of
numerous behaviorval systems , such as surface water
and land form relationships , oceans and land masses
etc.
Man-made orders are based on relationships as well as
agreement , and are either interpretations of or from
natural orders , or impositions on them .The
structuring of the physical environment , the making
of habitat, has long been a primary human desire .
The conversion of land into landscape , and landscape
into habitat , is a form of interpretive natural order
which is evident in every part of the world in the
cultivated vernacular landscape . This husbandry of
the land is the natural result of a desired coexistence
with the environment .
4
5
4. Natural order - snail shell ; biological
growth of mass.
5. Natural order - environmental relationships
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Just as evident is the ordering of the environment by
aggressive domination through deliberate artificial or
mis-interpreted natural orders . The application of
order particular to a system on another , deliberately or
otherwise , has been the cause of high architecture
throughout the ages which has been used as a means
of displaying power or extending control.
The central form churches of the renaissance era , as
6 well as other forms of order based on
anthropomorphic contextualism were a concious
attempt to state the importance of man at the center of
creation . The use of biological forms (fractals , shell
structures etc.) can be seen as a misguided attempt at
relating to nature by applying an order particular to a
system at one scale on another. Uniform grids were
tools for the quick subdivision and domination of the
landscape.
It is clear that there are similarities in the systems of
order at different scales . Cloud patterns in the
atmosphere behave similarly to the vapors of aroma
rising from a cup of coffee; but it is equally clear that
there are strong differences between the two, the most
obvious, and not the least important, being one of
scale .
1 1
Order in architectural form , therefore , cannot be seen
as being the same as order in an other system,
particularly one based on growth of mass . Buildings
and spaces not only have specific sizes , but also
contexts and uses , and applied ordering principles
have a tendency to negate these particularities for the
production of ideal form .
Traditional orders in Architecture , based on systems of
controls (points , lines and planes) have aimed for the
production of ideal form , and have had to rely on the
context , whether built or not , to support them in the
environment . It is no wonder then that when these
same systems of orders are used to generate the context
(for inhabitation) , they fail miserably either by
imposition of excessive control on the created
environments which does allow sufficient room for
the subsequent development by inhabitation , or by not
providing sufficient information in their structure for
that to happen.
Vernacular environments on the other hand , which
have developed in harmony with their natural
contexts , have traditionally been able to generate
reasonable contexts for inhabitation . These built
7
6. Man made order - architecture in the
image of man . Man by Leonardo da Vinci.
7. Organic order applied to architecture -
Project forToulouse-e-mirail, 1961 Josic,
Candiliss and Woods.
The pattern of growth is the same as that of
the snail shell.
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landscapes have usually relied , without pretension,
on an order which is interpreted from context , use,
and systems , building or otherwise, and which is
based on the understanding of space , both figural and
non-figural , as the essential aspect of the built
environment . These habitats have been able to
provide a reasonable framework for inhabitation ,
adaptation , change and growth.
This understanding of space is not an either-or attitude
towards mass and void , figural and non-figural space
as represented by poche , but rather an integral linking
of defined space with slack (not directly defined) space.
This thesis is an attempt to understand and employ a
similar understanding of architectural form , and
interpret it as a way of designing and making
hospitable and habitable built environments.
Plan drawing of a portion of the Shish Mahal mohalla
in the Old (walled) city of Lahore, showing the
complexity of the collective spaces.
r~j
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2. Space
Space is the void that allows mass to exist. It is the
stuff that we inhabit for use .
The delineation of space into specific sizes for uses,
the making of discrete (figural) space and therefore
of territory , is the basic intention of any
architectural effort . Space is also the open slack that
allows for movement and communication .
Medieval concepts relied heavily on space
primarily as slack shaped by adjoining mass . This is
evident not only in the urban form of most cities
and towns of the pre-twentieth century where the
vessels of movement, the streets and alleys , are
defined by the solids of the buildings alongside
them , but also in in the interiors of the buildings
where material is used directly and excessively , as
poche , to make the stable territory . Defensive
mentality as well as restrictions of building
materials and technologies were primary
contributors to this .
Thirty spokes converge upon a single hub;
it is on the hole in the center that the use of the
car hinges .
We make a vessel from a lump of clay;
it is the empty space within the vessel that
makes it useful.
We make doors and windows for a room;
but it is these empty spaces that make the room
livable .
Thus while the Tangible has advantages;
it is the intangible that makes it useful .
-Lao tzu (c.550 bc)
from Tao Teh Ching
Space is its own appreciation.
-Aldo van eyck
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Excessive building of the public and private spaces
necessarily created environments which were not
only strongly defined but were also more enclosed
than not. The result was a mixed one: on the one
hand the multiple , and often layered structuring of
spaces allowed for easy inhabitation , whilst on the
other the constricting and closed environments did
not allow for the easy access to light and fresh air .
Public plazas and marketplaces as well as gardens
were essential elements of these city plans because
the desire for openness and freedom was just as
strong as the need for definition and security.
After the industrial revolution and with the advent
of modern technology and a new socio-political
awareness in the late nineteenth century, the
concepts of space in architecture changed drastically.
The need for light , ventilation and open space for
all , the discovery of new building materials such as
steel and concrete, which were stronger yet lighter
than conventional materials and could span
further , the breakdown of the patriarchal and
inward focussed defensive nature of society, and
the invention of faster and more reliable modes of
transport, which demanded their own space to
function in - all of this created a polar reversal in
modern mans , and architect's , concept of space.
From a need for space defined , the emphasis
shifted to a space free , open and unrestricting . Le'
Corbusier's various city plans such as the Voisin
Plan for Paris (1925) , the Ville Radieuse (1930) and
the project for Saint-Die(1945) epitomize this
attitude towards space.
Buildings were no longer seen as essential parts of
the streets , defining and being defined by the spaces
of public access , but rather as independent objects
sitting in free space . The solid-void relationship
turned into a object-space one . This was not
entirely a new development in architectural
thought - most of the Greek temples as well as the
Palladian Villas were also built as objects sitting in
space . The difference between the Greek and
Renaissance planning and that of the Modern
movement was that in the first it was only the
special buildings that were sited as objects in the
space , whereas in the other a whole new order of
15
88. Project for Saint-de, Le Corbusier -
Figure Ground Plan.
8a. Parma -Figure Ground Plan.
Polar opposite attitudes towards space and
mass .The plan for Saint-de is a reversal of
the medieval plan of Parma
9. Ville Radiuse, Le Corbusier - the myth of
free open space
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10. Hysolar research institute building,
Behnisch and Partners -structuring of
space by containments.
the environment was being designed as made of
disparate and isolated objects .
The failures of the new modem city , as envisioned
by Le'Corbusier and the Modem movement, were
nowhere more evident than in infamous , and
much referred to , Pruit-Igoe housing project in St.
Louis , Missouri , which offered an environment so
desolate and inhospitable that it actually became
unsafe and had to be demolished .
The problem with the philosophy of the Modern
movement was not the desire for openness and
fluidity of space , but the singular and exclusive
desire for these things . An open-field environment
made up entirely of objects dispersed in space , can
not and does not provide the definition of place
and the structuring of space that can support the
basic human need for community.
In pre-twentieth century environments this
community was forced on people because the
whole structure of society was based on personal
interchange. Modem society does not rely so much
on these exchanges because mechanization has
relieved us of many of the needs for them.
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However this can not be interpreted to mean that
there is no more any need or use for community.
The desire for social awareness and exchange is a
human need , even if it is no longer the need of the
functional and productive organism that we as
individuals are part of .
It becomes obvious from the shortcomings of the
habitats created by the architecture of the modern
movement that the demarcation of space for the
acts of community must be an essential part of a
living environment . It is also clear that the
romantic recreation of medieval or even
vernacular environments is not the solution
because the need for association with nature, the
desire to be free , is just as important as the need for
interaction with people, and the desire to be secure.
Contemporary technologies and materials must be
employed to yield reasonable and contemporary
solution to current problems . It is however quite
reasonable to look at and learn from our inherited
environments , and see what it is in them that
makes them attractive and how that can be utilized
in new designs.
Space in architecture must then be recognized not
as being either totally defined and subservient to
mass, or as completely open and undefined , but
rather as both , and the range of in-between
definitions along with the polar extremes must all
be simultaneously employed in the design of
environments . As much of the full spectrum of
open (public) space structure , ranging from the
(built) open-field to the built street and/or
courtyard , as is possible , should be employed while
designing to allow maximum possibilities and
multiple associations and interpretations in the
built world.
The study of the structuring of space in this
exploration is focussed on the understanding of
space as generator of movement, space in the
making of territory , and space as the receptacle for
exchange both amongst men and between man and
nature . These issues are discussed under the topics
of Continuity, Stability and Exchange.
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Continuity
Continuity or the ability to move or allow
movement or growth, is the sign of life in any
thing or system . We are alive because we can grow
and we also have the freedom of moving ourselves
Plants are alive because they can grow , although
they are not able to move themselves . Landscapes
are alive because they can support movement.
Space is in nature continuous . It allows things to
move in it.
Movement allows for flexibility growth and
multiplicity . Closed forms are less hospitable and
less adaptable because they exclude things from
them and offer singular choices of inside or outside
- partially defined forms which allow for
movement through as well as territory within are
more appealing because they allow for options.
Interaction with the landscape , our contextual
environment, produce forms which reflect the
~1~1--
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continuous nature of the world we live in . The
terracing of slopes for agricultural purposes is a
basic example of a manifestation of the continuity
that exists in nature.
Direction is a necessary attribute of movement.
Biological forms which grow from the single cell
have a direction of growth which is from the center
out - in most cases this structure is reflected in the
external form of the object , it is most evident in
shells and trees . Similarly natural objects which are
controlled by point forces such as gravity based on
mass display similar forms, for example the
galaxial configurations .
It can be safely stated that the direction inherent in
the order of movement or growth influences the
shape of resultant form . Forms of and from the
landscape , whether architectural , agricultural or
otherwise , display the topological character of their
context . Terraces on hillsides , for irrigation and
cultivation, follow the lay of the land , just as
divisions of land in rural environments use
natural features for demarcation .Where the
context does not offer strong topological clues , it is
11.
12.
Spring in the Stream, Paul Klee
Stepped Agricultural world - terracing to
inhabit reinforces the continuity of the
landscape
12
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normal to find subdivided landscapes and
introverted building forms .
Structures of movement based on central (point)
controls or equivalent double , or multi-directional
, growth tend to produce forms that expand by an
even covering of surface and display the
characteristics of mass . These patterns have a
tendency to consume their landscape . At best they
offer the option of filling in or not filling in a unit
in the pattern, which while allowing some
variation in texture , does not impart appreciable
differences between one and the other because the
unit of measure for both is determined by the same
over-riding order . This either/or affect does not
add any new information to the system either in
terms of form or dimension or direction .
Linear growth patterns , displaying edge or central
(axis) controls (lines or zones), set up differences
between primary and secondary directions of
growth . The major direction is built by the
registration of edges or zones ; these need not be
continuously built allowing for variable
positioning , as well as optional elimination of
pieces along the "spine" , which lets each 'move'
add another level of information in the system .
Most rural built environments are based on these
"spine" structures , in which direction makes the
distinction between public and private , in both
movement and territory . In double-directional grid
organized towns which have been transformed by
subsequent inhabitations, the first move of the
transformation is the introduction of a primary
direction into the grid .
The single "spine" structure however does not deal
effectively with the issue of size - the path/street
can go on forever and use up lots of dimension
very quickly in order to accommodate growth .
Moreover if continued and densified it can make
excessively strong separations between public and
private, and between access and landscape , by
maximizing continuity of building.
The need for growth in the other direction in order
to utilize the land fully can be accommodated by the
addition of other parallel "spines" . This system if
continued creates a pattern which is consistently
directional and therefore displays understandable
21
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13. Roman town of Aosta, Italy -Aerial view
and diagrams show the transformation of
the plan from a grid to a spineby
introduction of major direction
14. White Town, Ireland
15. Volkschule , Darmstadt , Hans Scharoun
1.3
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public/private , major/minor direction,
relationships . Branching street patterns in hillside
towns display these behaviors .
This parallel layering allows side to side or lateral
associations between access , building and
landscape.
It can be seen that if each "spine" is taken as a
discrete piece with specific size and form the system
can grow by accretion and simultaneous creation of
areas of slack which can have variable forms and
dimensions . This directional field of discrete
pieces makes possible multiple configurations with
significant differences , yet sharing a similar order.
It is important to realize that the so called
directional field relies as much on the directional
continuity of space ( access and/or landscape ) as it
does on the discreteness of territory ( building).
Continuity of building ( mass ) , however , is a
medieval concept which was used for the creation
of strong and effective barriers between public and
private, access and landscape, and was a way of
privatizing the landscape . Twentieth century
understanding of the landscape as public domain
16
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cannot allow for continuous building edges and
therefor the making of 'streets'- however virtual
continuity of building alongwith continuity of
access and landscape is desirable .
Continuity based on an order of directional built
space is one of the design intentions employed in
this exploration.
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16. Ice ,Lake Ontario -Crystalline fracturing
produces a directional field with
discreteness and variable slack
17.Detail of Volksschule , Hans Scharoun -
discontinous edges reinforce discreteness
as well as create zones of exchange
24
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18.Church and Castle, Paul Klee disturbances in
the continuity of the field create the
territories
19.Diagram showing the transformation of a mark into
territorial space by subsequent intensifications
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Stability
Just as continuity or movement is necessary for the
life of a system, stability or a state of (and/or for)
rest is essential for that system to exist in time.
Human need for stability is translated in the
making of territory . It is a need for shelter security
and protection which makes or finds places that
give definition to boundless space by demarcation
in understandable dimensions and which provide
comfort and enclosure .
Territorial moves are derivative from , but not
equivalent to moves of marking . Making , or
leaving , of marks or signs comes from a desire to
familiarize , remember , communicate , express or
possess , and is not the same as the need to inhabit.
The difference essentially is one of space . Territory
is the making of space, for use , by direct definition
in recognizable and understandable shapes, whilst
making or leaving of marks is basically an
expression of self which does not involve use by
inhabitation . It can be seen that some forms of
marking can be given territorial significance by
subsequent intensifications .
The concern of architectural form should be
primarily with the making of territory and not with
the making of signs - however it is important that
the framework for subsequent marking by the users
be provided in it , otherwise the resultant form will
not be hospitable.
The first moves of inhabitation relied necessarily
on the interpretation of territory in the natural
landscapes . Earliest evidences of habitat are found
in caves and subterranean structures formed and
found in nature, which were used by man for
temporary shelter . The need for light and air as
well as the desire for more permanent association
and inhabitation led to the use of the abris as
dwellings . The move outward from these
concavities was a move towards light and air, and a
result of increasing husbandry of land as man
changed from nomad to settler .
In the continuity of the open landscape it is the
interruption of this continuity which creates an
area of partial stability. Displacements are primary
means for the making of territory by registration.
Territorial space by definition requires formal
stability . Long directional forms suggest movement
whilst more contained and dimensionally or
topologicaly stable ones suggest privacy. Streets and
corridors are by necessity directional and elongated
whereas rooms are more formally stable than not.
The need for containment manifests itself in
varying degrees and forms of completion in the
making of territorial space . Incomplete or partially
(in)complete forms of stability are more open and
allow for multiple interpretations and adaptations
as well as for addition and growth . Completed
forms are closed and tend to suggest singular uses
and, do not easily allow for growth . Excessive open-
ness on the other hand does not provide enough
definition for extended use and territorial stability .
For any decent environment there exists the need
for any and all of these various levels of
completion in territorial space . There cannot
26
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20.Cuicil, Algeria, ruins of Forum - incompletion of ruins
allows for multiple interpretation and association
21.Warendorf farm settlement of 6th century Germany -
dimensional analysis shows how the seemingly
unstructured environment is actually ordered by
dimensional displacements
22.Diagram showing directional registration as an
ordering principle
therefore be an imposed judgement on the good or
evil of any one over the other , instead like with
anything else the right form , in the right state of
completion , must be matched with the right use
for the best desired results .
It can however be safely stated that the extremes of
completion , which lead to an excessively closed
and privatized environment , and openness should
be relegated to special uses only, and generally
some level of partial in-completion should be the
rule in the making of form for territory .
The making of territorial space can be traced from
the basic acts of displacements , and through
alternations (a series of displacement) , to the
building of discrete forms ( in varying levels of
completion ) .
Reasonable environment§ usually display the
whole range of these territorial moves , and usually
are considered reasonable in part because of this
attribute .
In looking at examples of such places , such as
vernacular inhabited landscapes , it becomes
27
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apparent that the concept of territory is not limited
to the definition of private space . Public collective
space is defined just as clearly though not with the
same amount of actual physical delineation or
closure . Dimensional displacements , or
deployment of pieces of the built environment
according to their dimensional characteristics , for
spatial definition are abundantly evident in the
demarcation of the more open territories , both
public and private . The result is a built form which
provides a wide variety of types of physical
definitions , ranging from the most open to the
most closed, within a clear framework of ordering.
It is this multiplicity which makes these places
virtual landscapes which , like the natural
landscape, can be associated with, used and
discovered in many ways in as many times . An
integral part of the landscape quality of these
environments are the built exchanges that
structure the spaces of these places .
23.Warendorf Settlement -further dimensional analysis
reveals that not only are the individual building
pieces related to each other by dimensionsal
displacement they also work together to create
territorys in the access/landscape space .The
orthogonal crossing of similar dimensions is seen as
the building of stability , the teritory for exchange
with the larger landscape .
30
Exchange
Exchange is a function of social behavior . It is
promoted by a need to share and in turn promotes
communication and interchange and leads to
awareness and understanding. Reciprocal
exchanges make peaceful co-existence possible .
Most optionally exercised (voluntary) human
relationships are based on the philosophy of
24 reciprocal exchange.
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Since all building is for the function , be it base or
high , of man , built environments by definition
need to respond to the social needs that generate
them . The incorporation of built-exchanges in
these environments is essential to facilitate
awareness of and promote exchange between
people.
24. landscape exchange by reciprocal definition
25. landscape exchange by displacement The presence of landscape in size and form is just
as important as the need for social awareness in our
habitat . There need to be, therefore, exchanges
with nature incorporated in the built world to
31
provide the space for release and the feeling of
freedom .
If space is seen as the primary element and concern
of architectural form , and built or defined
(territorial) space as the generator of architectural
order then it is clear that the structuring of space for
exchanges between building landscape and access,
the three major continuities , has to be for the
making of stabilities than can be inhabited to
experience these three forces .
Exchange occurs in three basic ways ; firstly in a
formal manner through edges or boundaries which
adjoin or overlap ; secondly by reciprocal form in
which one element penetrates into the other while
being penetrated by it; and thirdly by physical
displacement of parts of one into another .
In the built world exchanges of the first two types
occur usually at the edges of territories to make
smaller intermediate spaces . The most primary
example of this kind of exchange is the threshold
dimension of the door or entry . Where physical
form is given to make a place for this exchange of
state (from outside to inside , public to private) to
26
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26. diagram showing three ways of building exchange i)
through reciprocal form ii) through displacement and
iii) in open field by making of co\partial containments
in the space . Dimensional equivalence in orthogonal
directions can stabilize the exchanges
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take place the exchange is stabilized and the
transition between states becomes an opportunity
for an in-between activity . The front porch in a
house is a place where one can be part of the private
territory but partake in the events and the space of
the street , or the other way round . Similarly
partially defined and partially contained backyards
or patios allow for an easy relation and association
with nature.
Exchange is not limited however to the edges . In
less densely built environments , such as farms and
other buildings in the landscape, dimensional
displacements of the separate building pieces build
the exchange between a vast and continuous
landscape and smaller (indoor) sheltered territories
by making very openly defined partial
containments in the space. These stabilities act as
the in-between from the sizes of use to the size of
the landscape . In places where the landscape or the
climate is unfavorable these stabilities are
completed by building and become courtyards.
27. Finnish Farm house reveals similar structuring of Dimensional equivalence (in two orthogonal
access and collective territory as seen in Warendorf directions) imparts stability to the spaces of(fig 23).
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exchange and allows them to become places in their
own right without the need for formal completion.
By providing space for stable and easy relationships
, self-stable optionally defined exchanges can be
seen as essential features in the structuring of built
environments .
Once again multiplicity calls for the existence of
varied sizes and forms of exchange for the creation
of better more hospitable environments .
28
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29. Diagram shows the difference between the
dimensions and spaces of exchange being in the
space (of access or landscape) and not .When the
exchange is in the space it helps structure the space
and thus add life to it .
36
WORK
The work is not law , it is above the law . As
projection, as phenomenon it is forever starting.
-Paul Klee
Transformation of building Block, study model.
37
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Introduction
38. Views of existing conditions
The design exploration is the transformation of a
housing project in Lahore , Pakistan which was built by
the Lahore Development Authority in the late 1970's
as low cost housing for immigrant workers . The
project was an attempt to deal with the mass influx of
populace to the city of Lahore from nearby rural areas
in search of better work and wages .
This is not a new phenomenon, not even a local one,
but it is one which produces a massive taxation of the
infrastructure of the city, particularly as regards the
need for urban housing .
Given the rather centralized growth of the city of
Lahore , with the Old (walled) City being the primary
source of employment for un-skilled labour , coupled
with the relatively poor system of public transport,
the desire for housing near the source of employment
creates a particularly enormous burden on the housing
stock of the Old City .
The old city itself offers not only a relatively cheap
source of temporary housing , but also a complex ,
varied and rich built environment which permits a
39
sense of place and community with which the people
migrating from rural areas can associate very easily.
Each mohallah ( quarter ) in the Walled City is the
equivalent of a village, and within each mohallah
several smaller koochas and katras (neighborhoods)
promote the development of 'community' at different
sizes . The growth of this city has/had been restricted
due to severe containing boundaries (it is a walled city
) and as a result most of the area inside of the walls has
been saturated with buildings, creating a packed
environment which is rich with exchanges at the
smaller sizes , but lacking sizable open space and
landscape size exchanges .
In marked contrast to this fabric , the housing project
built by the LDA , which is being used as context for the
design, is based on typical mass-housing approach of
the International Style and is very singular and
particularly fierce in the definitions both of territory
and access . Although it provides the basic essential
needs for shelter , it does not go much beyond that
.There is no attempt at designing for exchange at any
size , and the resulting environment does little to
foster any sense of place or belonging . As a
consequence it is only a minimal environment used as
very short-term housing - the people living there do
not think of their apartments as their homes
The particular problem(s) observed in this housing
project are however not limited to it alone ; they can be
seen instead as the attitude of developing agencies and
planners both in Lahore as well as other cities around
the world . The urgent need for speedy answers to the
growing problems of urbanization coupled with the
lack of sufficient knowledge about the design of large-
scale habitable environments , and the pressures of
economy , all contribute to the rapid building of urban
blights. While some of the causes and results of the
situation are beyond the control of the architect,
basically presenting themselves as givens , there are
aspects which can be dealt with directly through design
. This becomes particularly important when seen in
light of the fact that well designed built environments,
which involve and encourage participation of the user
, can be basically self supporting , and can relieve some
of the burdens placed on local agencies for
development and provision of services .
In this respect, and with the understanding of
territorial discreteness , continuity and exchange in the
structuring of space as prime elements for the
40
development of habitable environments , the design
exploration was done as a series of exercises at different
scales , ranging from diagrams for growth at city size to
the design of exchanges at the size of dwelling entry
thresh-holds, in order to develop and understand a
reasonable way of working.
These exercises were done almost independently of
each other; the working method was not one which
went from 'big' to 'small' or the other way around ,
instead similar design intentions were applied to each
size to come up with plausible , but necessarily
incomplete, solutions at that size . These were then
used to generate a design for the suggested
transformation of one of the blocks of housing .
Along with the general attitude for the structuring of
space into partially incomplete forms of access and
territory , and for the building of exchange , formal
organizational systems from direct observations of the
Old (walled) city of Lahore were also used as a direct
references for the design .This was seen as a way of
placing the design in the local formal and cultural
context .
41
View , Old City Lahore
42
The explorations are presented as separate topics with
brief descriptions and statements of intent alongwith
references and sketches . The order of presentation , for
the sake of clarity, is from the big to the small .
The work is presented at the end as a set of drawings
and photographs of models , and it is hoped that it is
self-explanatory .
View , Old City Lahore
43
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View , Old City Lahore
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Urban Form
Lahore is a historically and culturally rich city, tracing
its roots to the early 10th century A.D. It was formed at
the southern embankment of the river Ravi which is
one of the five rivers of the Punjab .(now a province of
Pakistan).
Because of its location on the historic and important
Trade route from Dehli to Kabul through the Khyber
pass, and further on to Iran and Central Asia, Lahore
was a resting point for trade caravans as well as armies
from Central Asia and Afghanistan on their way to the
plains of Central India. It became a city of mixed
cultural and religous influences and a place for
exchange between the different cultures, and acquired
a rich and diverse tradition in architecture and the arts.
The Old (walled) City of present day Lahore is a fine
example of these cultural and artisanal traditions.
Up until the late 19th century the urban area of Lahore
was restricted in and around the old (walled) city, the
only exceptions being the palaces, gardens and country
homes of the nobility which were located on the main
roads leading out of the city . The British in the late
I
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21. Diagram showing possible evolution of Lahore:
A. Original settlement south of the Ravi
B. First Hindu Fort and two support
villages
C. The expansion of the villages
D. Akbar's wall and expanded Fort
E. Later infill including Badshahi
Mosque redeveloped Shahalami
Bazaar and ring road
2. LAHORE , Plan of Metropolitan area
1. Walled City
2. Inner City
3. Cantonnment
4. Model Town
5. Site for the Design
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1900's formed the first suburb which was called Model
Town .
Since 1947, when the partition of India resulted in the
formation of Pakistan , Lahore has experienced
massive urban growth . Due to the proximity of
International border (12 miles) on the East and the
restraints of the river Ravi on the North and West ,
the city has been growing to the South .
The pattern of growth proposed by the Lahore
Development Authority in their Master Plan for the
next 50 years envisages a loosely structured grid of
roads servicing the new areas of the city . This plan has
all the potential of enveloping and consuming the
landscape around the city through an even spreading
of mass.
While intensely built environments can offer rich
experiences , they must not do so at the cost of
excluding the landscape .
The exercise of proposing alternative pattern of growth
for the city was carried out to explore how it would be
possible to maintain the size and quality of the
47
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3. Master Development Plan for Lahore prepared by
the LDA showing grid like expansion to the south
4. Landscape on the outskirts of Lahore
5 . Signs of congestion .
"Basant in the Walled City" Oil painting by
Qaisar Habib
6. Coexisting Landscape and City Form in reciprocal
relationship. lader, Italy
5
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Galesburg Country Homes, site plan,
Kalamazoo. Michigan. 1947 Each home was
placed in a circular 1-acre lot
I1
country fingers,
at least I mile wide
city fingers,O
at most x mile wide
10
9
7 Heirarchy in country road structure.Moira County
Ireland
8 Sketches showing alternating zones of building and
landscape , and breakdown into discrete pieces
deployed in 'open field' arrangement.
9 Variable Landscape and access around discrete
pieces. Galesburg County Homes, Frank Lloyd
Wright
10 Fingers of landscape and City. Chris Alexander
11 Discrete-slack spaces . Sketch
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landscape while still allowing for large scale
development of the urban fabric .
The starting point was the seeing of the new fabric in
terms of alternating bands of 'built-up' land and open
landscape areas in a simple layering the direction and
shape of which was shaped by local features in the area.
This was seen as a way of preserving the integrity of
the landscape by maintaining its quality of openness
and size. Discreteness of local areas (new towns) as
units of growth demanded the transformation of the
bands of built-up area into recognizable sizes and
shapes , which were deployed in the context to achieve
density of development while allowing continuity of
landscape . The sizes of these areas were determined
from the sizes already existing in the city , such as the
12 Old city , Model Town ,etc.
Access was seen as primary feature of the design and
an alternating public access system was developed for
the means of demarcation of territory at a very large
size .
The exploration is shown in the accompanying
sketches and diagrams .
(7
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13
12 Roman Colony , Cuicil , Algeria. Aerial photograph
and diagram plan showing spine structure of access
13 Two diagrammatic designs for the urban growth of
Lahore using discrete forms of built-up areas with the
landscape as continous slack
52
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1
15
14 Proposed Urban development Plan
14a Analysis of Transportation/Access
15 Details of fig 14 and 14.a
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Town/Locality
Continuity of landscape and access as well as
discreteness of territory were again the guiding
intentions in the for the transformation exercise at the
Town size . The existing grid pattern of the area in
-N . which the site is located was transformed into a spine
structure with a clear direction of access and landscape.
The island of Guidecca (fig. ) off of Venice was used
as a direct form reference . Within the total form , each
- Hblock was seen as a discrete element connected to and
separarted from the adjoining blocks by variable sized
4QNORT and shaped landscape (slack).
16
16. Existing access(roads) structure of area around
the site
17. Sketches showing proposed transformation of the
structure of access around the Site into discrete
block size components with variable landscape
accesss dimensions as slack
18. Single sided spine - variable association with
land/landscape/access .Guidecca, Italy.
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Site
The existing site organisation of the housing project
while allowing for the continuity of the landscape,
does not in any way engage it. The need for partial
containment of the open public space was recognised
as the first step towards creating association and sense
of belonging, i.e the making of place, at the site size.
The monotonous extent of the separate apartment
blocks was broken down to open up their completed
and closed configuratins and allow for exchange with
the landscape by making the form of the building
interact reciprocally with it .
Removal of large amounts of building needed to
realise these intentions in context with a perceived
need to maintain the existing density , was seen as the
opportunity for the introduction of large buildings
which could span across the landscape and which
could help to spatially define places in, and without
restricting the continuity of , the landscape . These
folded wall structures were seen as habitats in the sky
based on a system of horizintal access and building, as
alternatives to high rise buildings , which would re-
L
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21.
19. Existing Site Plan
19a.Diagram of existing access and entries
20. Views of existing Blocks
21. Housing development for Paima, ialy.
Alvar Aalto . Continuity of landscape reinforced by
building direction : containment of landscape by
building form
58
IN
build the density without using up valuable ground
space.
The order of access was modified by removal of
unnecessary roads , which were seen as dividing the
site, and by the introduction of a direction into the site
which reinforced the direction of landscape .
22
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-7 -- 22. Sketches
23. Views of Site Model showing proposed
25 '--.-. transformations and projections
24. Sketch
25. Sketch
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26. Site plan sketches showing branching access roads
and variable territorial widths defined by access
27. Early Site Plan
27a Site Plan Sketch
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Building
The tansformations of the building blocks was
explored primarily through section drawings and
massing models.
The first issue was the breaking down of the completed
form and of opening it up to light air access and
landscape . The pieces were then joined back together
with a system of collective access which was
neccessarily bigger than any of the pieces themselves
and therefore became the ordering element of the
configurations .
The space contained between the parrallel rows of
building in each block was converted from back yards
(which are not used because of lack of privacy as well
as lack of light) into a new syatem of access . This was
done primarily because of the need to have a partial
'built', or defined , access (street).
The new internal 'street' was seen as being similar to
the alleys in the residential quarters of the Old city in
the character of dimension, scale and activity, but also
=
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29
28. Existing Block Layout Plan
29. Views of existing blocks of apartments
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different by being more discrete and less physically
continous .
These 'streets' were also opened up to the landscape so
as not to be too congested , and to allow the landscape
to become public . The internal access 'street' is raised
off the ground by a full floor to allow for parking and
storage areas in the buildings on the ground level . On
the buildings adjoining the main road these were seen
as beign used for commercial purposes .
The discontinous access system of internal stairways
for the units , is replaced by a horizontally continous
system of raised decks and walkways.
30
30. Sectional studies for transformation of building
blocks
31. Sectional studies showing internal raised access and
opening up of the built internal access to larger
access network and landscape
32. Building block transformation , view of massing
models
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33. Building block transformation , views of study model
of first block
34. Building block transformation , views of study model
of second block
35. Sectional study
36. Structure
37. Plan study, parking under raised access
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40 41
38. Views of existing conditions
39. Access sketches
40. Building block transformation , massing model
showing view of the internal raised access
41. View of model
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Projections for further development of the housing
project beyond the limits of the site were designed
using discrete building pieces which could be
combined into different combinations to yield complex
configurations . In some way this was the least
successful exploration because the pre-occupation with
transformation exercises influenced the design to the
extent that the two started looking and being extremely
similar .
42
42. Sketch
43. Study model
44. Sketch
45. Sketch . Entrance to new buildings
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Folded Wall
The folded wall is used as one of the components of
the overall design , because of its ability to build
density and proivide spatial definition without
consumption of the ground plane .
The wall is basically a large inhabitable I-beam at a
building size in which the flanges are the primary
floors and the web is the wall which can folded within
given limits to make territorial definitions .
The concept of the folded wall is researched in the
M'Arch Thesis (June '87) by Hassan Abouseda titled
"Building in Cairo/Building over Cairo" , from which
I have borrowed freely for my own explorations .
46
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46. Development of the folded wall . From first folds to
removal of material to allow light and acces , to
stabilization of the structure by the flanges (primary
floors)
47. Folded Wall , diagram , Hassan Abouseda
48. Folded Wall references , Native American
settlements:
a. Walpi
b. Shongopovi
47
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Entry/Stairs
Entries were seen as an important size of exchange
between public and private which needed to be
developed in order to give life to the new internal
'street' that is proposed.
The existing form of access to the units consisting of
sets of stairwells which go up vertically the whole
height of the building, do not provide space nor by
their internal positioning, allow for an easy exchange
.49 from public to private .
This vertical access is transformed in the design to a
basically horizontal one which uses the raised 'street'
for the entry to the units . From the 'street' units are
accessed through either grouped collective entries or
from continous raised horizontal platforms . Both
systems pull the actual entries and their territories of
exchange out into the space of the larger public access,
thus making edges of the 'street' more active.
The entries themselves were seen as being composed
of a set of several elements , such as stairs , low walls,
etc. , which are positioned in particular locations under
75
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50
49. Views of entrances , Old City Lahore
50. Diagrams exploring development of entries using
deployment of given pieces
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51. Sequence showing components and placement
rules for the design of exchange zone at the
collective entry using basic components:
a. stair
b. threshhold
c. structure
d. walls
52. View of residential srtreet , Old City Lahore
53. View of model
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54. Entry/stair references:
a. branching stair, Ostuni
b. Olivetti showroom , Venice. Carlo
Scarpa
c. Myknos , Greece
d. Notre dame Du Haut, Ronchamp.
55a.Ladder stair, Old City Lahore
55b.Entrance door, Old City Lahore
56. Sketches showing dimensionsal deployment
possibilities of stair elements
57. Section sketch
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~-I Iii~~ constraints of structure or needs of territory to make
variable yet similar configurations.
Various combinations and positioning rules were
diagrammed according to dimensional , structural and
territorial restarints to arrive at a few possible
configurations which were employed in the design.
An important part of this exercise was to provide space
at the exchange between the inside and the outside
which could be collectively and separately claimed and
inhabited by the people sharing the entries, and which
58 could lead to a sense community by allowing mutual
interaction to take place .
The Haarlemer Housing project in Amsterdam ,
Holland, by Herman Hertzberger, was used as a
primary reference for this exploration .
81
59
58. Entrance stoops , Haarlemer Housing,
Amsterdam . Herman Hertzberger
59a. Upper level plan of a collective entry
59b.Axonometric view of collective entry
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Photos of Model
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Photos of Model
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